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NUNTHORPE PRIMARY ACADEMY ATTENDANCE POLICY 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 We expect all children on roll to attend every day, when the Academy is in session, 
as long as they are fit and healthy enough to do so.  

1.2 From September 2013, parents no longer have the right to request leave of absence 
for their children for an annual holiday. The amendments to the 2006 Pupil 
Registration Regulations make clear that Headteachers may not grant any leave of 
absence during term time unless there are exceptional circumstances.  

We do all we can to encourage the children to attend, and to put in place appropriate 
procedures. We believe that the most important factor in promoting good 
attendance is development of positive attitudes towards the Academy. To this end, 
we strive to make our Academy a happy and rewarding experience for all children. 
We will reward those children whose attendance is very good. We will also make the 
best provision we can for those children who, for whatever reason, are prevented 
from coming to the Academy.  

1.3 Under the Education (Pupil Registration) Regulations 2006, the Governing Body are 
responsible for making sure the Academy keeps an attendance register that records 
which children are present at the start of both the morning and the afternoon 
sessions of the Academy day. This register will also indicate whether an absence was 
authorised or unauthorised. 

 

2. DEFINITIONS 

2.1 Authorised absence 

 An absence is classified as authorised when a child has been away from the Academy 
for a legitimate reason and the Academy has received notification from a parent or 
carer. For example, if a child has been unwell, the parent telephones the Academy or 
writes a note to explain the absence.  

 Only the Academy can make an absence authorised. Parents do not have this 
authority. Consequently, not all absences supported by parents will be classified as 
authorised. For example, if a parent takes a child out of the Academy to go shopping 
during Academy hours, this will not mean it is an authorised absence.  

2.2 Unauthorised absence 

 An absence is classified as unauthorised when a child is away from the Academy 
without good reason (i.e. without the permission of the Academy) even if the parent 
is supporting the absence. 
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3 IF A CHILD IS ABSENT 

3.1 When a child is absent unexpectedly, the class teacher records the absence in the 
register, which informs the secretary, who endeavours to contact a parent or carer 
before 9.15am on the first day of non-attendance. 

3.2 Parents or carers are encouraged to telephone the Academy by 9.00am on the first 
day of non-attendance.  If no one can be contacted a member of SLT is consulted for 
the next course of action.  Each case is then managed on an individual basis using 
knowledge of circumstances.   

3.3 A note should be sent to the Academy prior to the day of absence, e.g. if a child has a 
medical appointment. 

3.4 If there is any doubt about the whereabouts of a child, the class teacher should take 
immediate action by notifying the secretary or Headteacher. The Academy will then 
be in contact straight away with the parent or carer, in order to check on the safety 
of the child. 

 

4 REQUESTS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE 

4.1 We believe that children need to be in the Academy for all sessions, so that they can 
make the most progress possible. However, we do understand that there can be 
exceptional circumstances under which a parent may legitimately request leave of 
absence for a child to attend.   We expect parents to contact the Academy at least two 
weeks in advance when circumstances allow. 

4.2 From September 2013, parents no longer have the right to request leave of absence 
for their children for a holiday. The amendments to the 2006 Pupil Registration 
Regulations make clear that Headteachers may not grant any leave of absence 
during term time unless there are exceptional circumstances. We recognise that 
the employment of parents and carers can impact on choices regarding holidays; if 
holidays are dictated as a result of employment by armed forces or emergency 
services personnel, rather than just availability of holidays as part of an employer’s 
rota this will be considered.  Written proof from the employer will be required. 

4.3 If there are exceptional circumstances “Headteachers should determine the number 

of days a child can be away from the Academy if the leave is granted.”  

4.4 Each exceptional circumstances leave of absence will be judged on its own merits. 
We use the following guidelines to decide whether such requests for absence will be 
granted: 

 Permission will not be given to children in Year 2 or Year 6 preparing for SATs 
(January through to end of June), permission will not be given to children if they will 
be absent for SATs or other standardised tests for example the Year 1 Phonics Check 
(The Academy will provide information, on the website, well in advance as dates 
become available,) 

 Permission will not be given in September as it is important that all children have a 
good start to the new academic year.   
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4.5 The Absence Request Form is available from the Academy or the Academy website. 

4.6 Absence taken without approval may result in the issue of penalty notice from the 
LA. 

 A Penalty Notice is a fine of £60 issued to each parent if paid between 1 - 21 days after 
issue, increasing to £120 if paid between 21 - 28 days.  If payment is not received within 
28 days you may be prosecuted for the offence of non-Academy attendance under 
Section 444 Education Act 1996 and could be fined up to £2500 and / or receive a 
prison sentence of up to three months. 

(Note the Academy does not issue or administer Penalty Notices and, once issued, 
has no powers over their enforcement.  The LA PN code of conduct and LA LOA 
Policy will apply) 

 

5 LONG-TERM ABSENCE 

5.1 When a child has an illness that means they will be away from the Academy for an 
extended period, the Academy will do all it can to send material home, so that they 
can keep up with their Academy work, if appropriate. 

5.2 If the absence is likely to continue for a greatly extended period, or be a repetitive 
absence, the Academy will contact the support services, so that arrangements can be 
made for the child to be given some tuition outside the Academy. 

5.3 Work will not be provided for pupils who are absent due to holidays. 

5.4 Long-term absence taken without approval will be recorded as unauthorised and a 
referral will be made to the Attendance and Welfare Service who will then decide, in 
conjunction with the Headteacher, on the appropriate action to take.  This will be 
either a formal written warning or the issue of a penalty notice.  

 

6 REPEATED ABSENCES AND LATENESS 

6.1 The Academy regularly monitors the attendance and punctuality of all children.  The 
Attendance Welfare Service (AWS) can offer support to the Academy to monitor 
attendance figures and discuss specific cases where attendance patterns are a cause 
for concern.   If a child’s attendance falls below 95% parents will be notified by letter 
and medical evidence may be requested.  If attendance does not improve rapidly the 
The AWS may send a letter, or telephone the parent or carer, or may visit the home 
to ensure that they understand the seriousness of the situation.    
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6.2 The Headteacher, supported by governors, reserve the right to make a referral to the 
LA for consideration to be given to take legal action against any parents or carers 
who take their child out of the Academy when the absence has not been authorised 
and/or who fail to provide proof of regular absences and/or repeatedly fail to accept 
their responsibility for sending their children to the Academy on a regular basis. 

 

6.3 Regularly updated Safeguarding training is shared with all staff in relation to pupil 
absence, including radicalisation, child sexual exploitation and female genital 
mutilation. Careful consideration should be given to difficult circumstances such as: 
transfers, exclusions, home schooling arrangements, dual registration, runaways and 
young carers. 

 

 

 

Arrival and departures procedures 

Breakfast Club 

Parents are asked to safely see children into breakfast club. The earliest absence phone 
call will be made at 9.15am after registration. 

 

School arrivals 

School gates are opened at 8.45am. Parents are asked to accompany their child(ren) 
onto site and the playground is supervised by a member of staff. 

 

School departures 

School gates are opened at 3.10pm. Parents are asked to collect their child(ren) from the 
playground (reception children are collected from the outside classroom door) where 
staff hand over children to recognised adults (above 16 years of age). With parental 
arrangement Year 6 children are allowed to leave unsupervised. Special arrangements 
are occasionally made for individual pupils. 

 

Afterschool Club 

Children must be pre-booked into Afterschool Club and a register is taken. Parents sign 
children out of Afterschool Club. 

  

 


